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SOME ADDITIVE DECOMPOSITIONS
OF K-REGULAR MATRICES
ALBERTO DOLCETTI AND DONATO PERTICI
Abstract. Under suitable hypotheses on the ground field and on the matrix
M , we discuss existence, uniqueness and properties of some additive decom-
positions of M and of its image through a convergent series.
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Introduction
We work over a fixed field K and choose a fixed algebraic closure, denoted by K.
This research was partially supported by MIUR-PRIN: “Varieta` reali e complesse: geometria,
topologia e analisi armonica” and by GNSAGA-INdAM.
1
2 A. DOLCETTI AND D. PERTICI
In §1 we consider the set RK of the K-regular elements, i.e. the set of the elements
of K whose degree on K is not a multiple of the characteristic of K (Definition 1.1).
If char(K) = 0, then RK = K, while in general it is a subset of separable elements
over K (Remarks 1.2).
On RK, we can define a K-projection map HK having image into K and the related
zero-locus Ker(HK) = {β ∈ RK / HK(β) = 0} (Definitions 1.4).
Analogously to the real-complex case, this map allows to decompose, in a natural
and unique way, every element λ ∈ RK as a sum of an element HK(λ) of K and
of an element VK(λ) = λ − HK(λ) of Ker(HK) (Theorem 1.6). This decomposi-
tion is called K-decomposition of λ in its K-horizontal and K-vertical components
(Definition 1.7).
We pay a particular attention to case of elements of degree 2 over the field K, sup-
posed to have characteristic different from 2. In this case the unique conjugate over
K of such an element is the image of its K-involution (Remark 1.11 and Proposition
1.12).
A complete additive Jordan-Chevalley decomposition over K of M ∈Mn(K) (Defi-
nition 2.5) is an additive decomposition M = H + V +N , where H,V,N ∈Mn(K)
are mutually commuting, H is diagonalizable overK, V is K-vertical and semisimple
(i.e. it is semisimple and its eigenvalues are in Ker(HK)) and N is nilpotent.
In §2 we prove that a matrix M ∈Mn(K) has a uniquely determined complete ad-
ditive Jordan-Chevalley decomposition over K provided thatM is K-regular (Theo-
rem 2.6), i.e. all its eigenvalues are in RK or equivalently no irreducible component
over K of its minimal polynomial has degree multiple of the characteristic of K
(Definition 2.2).
From §3 we focus on nonzero matrices M ∈ Mn(K) which are semisimple with
splitting bound over K at most 2, i.e every irreducible component over K of its
minimal polynomial of M has degree at most 2 (Definitions 3.1). In particular, if
char(K) 6= 2, these matrices are K-regular.
Moreover these matrices can be characterized from having a unique fine Frobenius
decomposition written in terms of certain matrices, called fine Frobenius covariants
of M , which are polynomial functions of M and in terms of the eigenvectors of
M together with their K-decompositions (Definition 3.3 and Proposition 3.5). The
fine Frobenius decomposition is a key tool for the remaining part of this note and
improves the analysis of the Frobenius decomposition in [Dolcetti-Pertici 2017] §1.
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In §4 we assume that the ground field K has an absolute value and char(K) 6=
2. We consider the image of nonzero matrices in K, which are semisimple with
splitting bound at most 2 over K throughout a convergent series f(X). The fine
Frobenius decomposition of a matrix allows to write its image in terms of the images
throughout f of its eigenvalues and of its fine Frobenius covariants (Proposition 4.4
and Examples 4.5).
In §5 we collect some properties of ordered quadratically closed fields and of real
closed fields (Definition 5.1 and Definition 5.3); in both cases the characteristic is 0.
Similarly to the ordinary real case, every element in the algebraic closure of these
fields has a decomposition in a real part and in an imaginary part (Proposition 5.6).
We end the section with some properties of the completion of a real closed valued
field (Proposition 5.8 and Corollary 5.9).
Finally in §6 we consider matrices with coefficients in K supposed to be ordered
quadratically closed or supposed to be real closed. This allows to simplify and to
specify the fine Frobenius decomposition of a matrixM by a suitable normalization
of its Frobenius covariants (Remark-Definition 6.1). When the ground field has an
absolute value too, the image of M throughout a convergent series is consequently
simplified and specified (Proposition 6.2, Remark 6.5). As an example we extend
the classical Rodrigues’ formula, formerly given for the exponential of a real skew
symmetric matrix (Examples 6.3 and Remark 6.5). By the way we give some
further simple characterizations of real closed fields in terms of Ker(HK), of the
K-involution and of the splitting bound of matrices (Proposition 6.4).
Acknowledgement. We want to thank Virgilio Pannone and Orazio Puglisi for
many discussions and suggestions about the matter of §1 of this paper.
1. K-regular elements
1.1. Definition. We say that an element of K is K-regular, if its degree over K is
not a multiple of char(K): the characteristic of K.
We denote by RK the set of these elements.
1.2. Remarks. a) If char(K) = 0, then RK = K.
b) In general K ⊆ RK ⊆ Ksep ⊆ K, where the Ksep is the separable closure of K in
K.
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In positive characteristic the inclusion RK ⊆ Ksep follows from the fact that irre-
ducible polynomials in K[X ] of degree not multiple of char(K) are separable (see
for instance [Hungerford 1974] V,Cor. 6.14).
c) Note that if λ ∈ RK and λ′ ∈ K(λ), then λ′ ∈ RK, being its degree over K a
divisor of the degree of λ over K. Hence: K(λ) ⊆ RK and so
RK =
⋃
λ∈RK
K(λ).
d) If char(K) = p > 0, then the inclusion RK ⊆ Ksep is generally strict.
Indeed, if a ∈ K, then either the polynomial fa(X) = Xp−X−a is irreducible and
separable over K or it has p distinct roots in K (see for instance [Lang 2002] VI, 6,
Thm. 6.4).
When K = Fpm (the finite field with p
m elements), by reasons of cardinality, there
exists an element a ∈ Fpm such that fa(X) is irreducible and separable over Fpm .
So its roots are in Fseppm , but not in RFpm .
e) Assume that char(K) = p > 0 and let λ1, · · ·λl ∈ RK with degrees over K
respectively d1, · · · , dl such that d1 · · · dl
lcm(d1, · · · , dl) < p. Then K(λ1, · · ·λl) ⊆ RK.
Indeed [K(λ1, · · ·λl) : K] ≤ d1 · · · dl and every di divides [K(λ1, · · ·λl) : K]. So
lcm(d1, · · · , dl) divides [K(λ1, · · ·λl) : K], therefore
[K(λ1, · · ·λl) : K] = lcm(d1, · · · , dl)h where h is a positive integer at most equal
to
d1 · · · dl
lcm(d1, · · · , dl) . Note that p does not divides any di’s, so it does not divide
lcm(d1, · · · , dl). From p > d1 · · · dl
lcm(d1, · · · , dl) ≥ h, we get that p does not divide
[K(λ1, · · ·λl) : K]. This suffices to conclude that K(λ1, · · ·λl) ⊆ RK.
Note that in case of l = 2, we have
d1 d2
lcm(d1, d2)
= gcd(d1, d2).
f) Recall that two elements of λ, λ′ ∈ K are said to be conjugated over K, if they
have the same (monic) minimal polynomial over K.
It is trivial to get that λ ∈ RK if and only if λ′ ∈ RK.
1.3. Remark. Let L be any finite extension of K, contained in K and λ ∈ L be of
degree d over K with minimal polynomial over K:
f(X) = Xd + ad−1X
d−1 + · · ·+ a1X + a0.
The trace of λ relative to the extension L/K, is the K-linear mapping from L into
K defined by
TL/K(λ) = −[L : K(λ)]ad−1
(see for instance [Lang 2002] VI.5 and [Hungerford 1974] V,Thm. 7.3).
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1.4. Definitions. Let λ ∈ RK and f(X) = Xd+ ad−1Xd−1+ · · ·+ a1X + a0 be its
minimal polynomial over K (so it is possible to divide by d in K).
a) We define the K-projection HK : RK → K by
HK(λ) =
TK(λ)/K(λ)
[K(λ) : K]
= −ad−1
d
.
b) We set Ker(HK) = {λ ∈ RK / HK(λ) = 0}.
c) Finally we call K-norm of λ the element of K given by NK(λ) = (−1)da0.
1.5. Remarks. a) From the definition we get that the restriction of HK on K is
the identity map on K, so Ker(HK) ∩K = {0}.
b) Elements of RK, conjugated over K, have the same K-projection and the same
K-norm. Therefore, if Ker(HK) contains an element λ, then it contains the whole
conjugacy class of λ over K.
c) If λ ∈ RK and L is a finite extension of K containing λ and such that [L : K] is
not divisible by char(K), then HK(λ) =
TL/K(λ)
[L : K]
.
Indeed, remembering 1.3 and in 1.4, we get:
HK(λ) = −ad−1
d
=
TL/K(λ)
[L : K(λ)] · [K(λ) : K] =
TL/K(λ)
[L : K]
.
d) If M is an extension of K, contained in RK, then the restriction HK|M : M→ K
is K-linear.
In particular if RK = K (for instance if char(K) = 0), then Ker(HK) is a K-vector
subspace of K.
For, let λ1, λ2 ∈ M and k1, k2 ∈ K. Then L = K(λ1, λ2) ⊆ M ⊆ RK ⊆ Ksep,
therefore L is a finite separable extension of K. By primitive element theorem,
there exists γ ∈ L ⊆ RK, such that L = K(γ). Since γ ∈ RK, [L : K] is not divisible
by p. Hence by the remark (c) above, the restriction of HK on L is K-linear and so
HK(k1λ1 + k2λ2) = k1HK(λ1) + k2HK(λ2). Hence HK is K-linear on M.
e) Assume that char(K) = p > 0 and let λ1, · · · , λl ∈ Ker(HK) with degrees over
K respectively d1, · · · , dl such that d1 · · · dl
lcm(d1, · · · , dl) < p.
Then the K-vector space generated by λ1, · · · , λl is contained in Ker(HK).
Indeed by 1.2 (e), K ⊆ K(λ1, · · · , λl) ⊆ RK and, by (d) above, HK is K-linear
on K(λ1, · · · , λl), therefore every K-linear combination of λ1, · · · , λl belongs to
Ker(HK).
1.6. Theorem. Let λ ∈ RK and set VK(λ) = λ−HK(λ).
Then λ = HK(λ)+VK(λ) is the unique way to write λ as sum of an element HK(λ)
of K and of an element VK(λ) of Ker(HK).
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Proof. Indeed we can write λ = α + β with α = HK(λ) ∈ K and β = VK(λ) =
λ −HK(λ), hence K(β) = K(λ) = L and so λ and β have the same degree, say d,
over K, hence β ∈ RK. Now TL/K(β) = TL/K(λ) − TL/K(α) = dα − [L : K]α = 0.
Hence, by 1.5 (c), β ∈ Ker(HK).
For the uniqueness, let λ = α′ + β′ be another decomposition of the same type. As
above β′ ∈ K(λ) = L. By 1.5 (c), α = HK(λ) = HK(α′) +HK(β′) = α′. From this
β = β′ too and so we can conclude. 
1.7. Definition. We refer to the decomposition in 1.6 as the K-decomposition of
λ ∈ RK, toHK(λ) ∈ K as theK-horizontal component of λ and to VK(λ) ∈ Ker(HK)
as the K-vertical component of λ.
1.8.Remark. IfRK = K, then K is direct sum of the K-subspacesK andKer(HK):
K = K⊕Ker(HK).
1.9. Proposition. Two elements of RK are conjugated over K if and only if they
have the same K-horizontal component and their K-vertical components are conju-
gated over K.
Proof. Let λ1 = α1+β1, λ2 = α2+β2 be elements ofRK with their K-decompositions.
If λ1, λ2 are conjugated over K and f(X) =
∑d
i=0 aiX
i (with ad = 1) is their
minimal polynomial, then α1 = HK(λ1) = −ad−1
d
= HK(λ2) = α2.
Denote α = α1 = α2, f˜(X) = f(X + α) (which is a monic irreducible polynomial
of degree d in K[X ]) and {λh = α + βh / h = 1, · · · , d} the conjugacy class of λ1
and λ2.
Since f˜(βh) = f(λh) = 0 for every h, then f˜(X) is the (monic) minimal polynomial
of β1 and β2, which are therefore conjugated over K.
Note that the coefficient of the term of degree d − 1 of f˜(X) is zero, because it is
equal to −∑di=1 βi = −∑di=1 λi + dα = ad−1 + dα = 0.
For the converse, assume that β1, β2 are conjugated of degree d over K and let
g(X) be their minimal polynomial. Then the polynomial g(X − α) is the minimal
polynomial of α+ β1 and of α+ β2, which are therefore conjugated over K. 
1.10. Remark-Definition. We call the polynomial f˜(X) = f(X − ad−1
d
), intro-
duced in 1.9, the reduced form of the monic irreducible polynomial
f(X) =
∑d−1
i=0 aiX
i +Xd ∈ K[X ].
This polynomial is monic, irreducible, of degree d with coefficient of the term of
degree d− 1 equal to 0, its roots are β1, · · · , βd: the K-vertical components of the
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roots of f(X). Note that f˜(X) is obtained by f(X) by means of the translation
associated to the K-horizontal component of the roots of f(X).
This transformation has a long and important role in history of theory of algebraic
equations and it is the easiest one among the Tschirnhaus transformations (see for
instance [Garver 1927/28] and also [Tignol 2001] Ch.VI).
1.11. Remark-Definition. It is possible to define a natural involution on RK as
follows. Every λ ∈ RK can be uniquely written as λ = α + β with α ∈ K and
β ∈ Ker(HK). Since also −β is in Ker(HK), we put λ = α−β, which is an element
of RK.
Note that, if char(K) = 2, then λ = λ for every λ ∈ RK, otherwise λ = λ if and
only if λ ∈ K.
We call λ the K-involution of λ ∈ RK.
It is easy to check that, when RK = K (e. g. in case of characteristic 0), the
K-involution is an automorphism of the K-vector space K, whose restriction to K
is the identity.
1.12. Proposition. Assume that the characteristic of K is not 2.
a) If λ = α+ β ∈ K (with α ∈ K and β ∈ Ker(HK)) has degree 2, then the unique
conjugate of λ is its K-involution λ = α− β.
b) If θ1, · · · , θl ∈ K are algebraic over K of degree at most 2, then
K(θ1, · · · , θl) ⊆ RK and θ1 + · · ·+ θl = θ1 + · · ·+ θl.
c) If λ ∈ K has degree at most 2, then xy = x y for every x, y ∈ K(λ).
d) If β, β′ ∈ Ker(HK) have degree 2 over K, then ββ′ ∈ K if and only if they
are linearly dependent over K, otherwise ββ′ has degree 2 over K and it belongs to
Ker(HK).
e) Let β ∈ K has degree 2 over K, then β ∈ Ker(HK) if and only if β /∈ K but
β2 ∈ K.
Proof. Let λ = α + β be as in (a) and let f(X) be its monic minimal polynomial.
Then the reduced form of f(X) is f˜(X) = X2 +NK(β). Since f˜(X) has β as root,
also −β is a root of f˜(X) and so the roots of f˜(X) are β and −β and λ and λ are
conjugated over K (remember 1.9).
In order to prove (b), we have that the degree of K(θ1, · · · , θl) over K is a power of
2 and so for the degree of any its element too, therefore K(θ1, · · · , θl) ⊆ RK.
We denote by θi = αi + βi the K-decomposition of θi.
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By 1.5 (d) (with M = K(θ1, · · · , θl)), we get:
∑
i βi ∈ Ker(HK).
Hence
∑
i αi +
∑
i βi is the the K-decomposition of
∑
i θi and so:
θ1 + · · ·+ θl =
∑
i αi −
∑
i βi = θ1 + · · ·+ θl.
Part (c) is trivial if the degree of λ is 1. If it has degree 2, then λ = α + β with
α ∈ K and β ∈ Ker(HK), so x = x1+ x2β and y = y1+ y2β with x1, x2, y1, y2 ∈ K.
Hence we conclude by standard computations, because β2 ∈ K.
If β and β′ are as in (d), from (a), the conjugated of β and β′ are respectively −β
and −β′. Hence NK(β) = −β2 and NK(β′) = −β′2 are both in K and so ββ′ is root
of X2 − β2β′2 ∈ K[X ].
The degree of ββ′ is 1 if and only if ββ′ = t ∈ K, i. e. if and only if β =
t
β′
=
−t
NK(β′)
β′ and so if and only if β, β′ are linearly dependent over K, because
−t
NK(β′)
∈ K.
Otherwise the degree of ββ′ is 2; then X2−β2β′2 is its minimal polynomial and so
HK(ββ
′) = 0. This concludes (d).
Finally, if β has degree 2 over K, then β ∈ RK since char(K) 6= 2 and so it belongs
to Ker(HK) if and only if β /∈ K and β is root of a polynomial in K[X ] of the form
X2 + a0, i. e. if and only if β /∈ K and β2 ∈ K. 
2. Complete additive Jordan-Chevalley decomposition.
2.1. Notations. From now on, as in [Dolcetti-Pertici 2017], M is a fixed ma-
trix in Mn(K) with minimal polynomial m(X) = m1(X)
µ1 · · ·mr(X)µr where
µ1, · · · , µr > 0 and m1(X), · · · ,mr(X) are mutually distinct irreducible polyno-
mials in K[X ] of degrees d1, · · · , dr respectively, F is the splitting field of m(X)
over K and K† is the fixed subfield of F with respect to the group Aut(F/K) of
K-automorphisms of F.
2.2. Definition. We say that the matrix M ∈Mn(K) is K-regular, if all its eigen-
values are in RK.
This is equivalent to say that no irreducible component over K of its minimal
polynomial has degree multiple of the characteristic of K
2.3.Remark. IfM is K-regular, then every irreducible componentmi(X) ofm(X)
(as above) has di mutually distinct roots λi1, · · · , λidi , which are conjugated over
K.
Hence the extension F/K is a Galois extension, i. e. K† = K.
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Indeed each irreducible component of m(X) is separable and F is also normal,
because it is a splitting field (see for instance [Lang 2002] Ch. VI, Thm. 1.2).
2.4.Recalls. Every matrixM ∈Mn(K) has a unique decomposition, called additive
Jordan-Chevalley decomposition, M = S(M) +N(M), with S(M) semisimple (i. e.
S(M) is similar over K to a diagonal matrix), N(M) nilpotent and S(M)N(M) =
N(M)S(M) where both S(M) andN(M) have coefficients inK† and are polynomial
expressions of M .
Moreover the matrix S(M) has a unique Frobenius decomposition. IfM isK-regular,
this decomposition is
S(M) =
∑r
i=1
∑di
j=1 λijCij(M),
where ∪ri=1{λi1, · · · , λidi} is the set of all distinct eigenvalues of M (and of S(M)),
arranged in conjugacy classes, and
{Cij(M)}j=1,··· ,dii=1,··· ,r is a Frobenius system,
i.e. Cij(M)Ci′j′ (M) = Cij(M) if (i, j) = (i
′, j′) and Cij(M)Ci′j′ (M) = 0 otherwise,
with the further condition
∑r
i=1
∑di
j=1 Cij(M) = In (the identity matrix of order
n).
The matrices Cij(M)’s (uniquely determined by M) have coefficients in F and are
polynomial expressions of M of degree strictly less than deg(m(X)).
For all previous facts we refer to [Dolcetti-Pertici 2017] §1.
2.5. Definition. We say that a K-regular matrix is K-vertical, if all its eigenvalues
are in Ker(HK).
A complete additive Jordan-Chevalley decomposition over K of M ∈Mn(K) is any
additive decomposition
M = H + V +N
where H,V,N ∈Mn(K) are mutually commuting, H is diagonalizable (over K), V
is K-vertical and semisimple and N is nilpotent.
2.6. Theorem. Assume that M ∈Mn(K) is K-regular.
Then there exists a unique complete additive Jordan-Chevalley decomposition over
K of M
M = H(M) + V (M) +N(M).
Moreover H(M), V (M), N(M) are polynomial expressions of M with coefficients
in K and H(M) + V (M) and N(M) coincide respectively with the semisimple and
the nilpotent components of the additive Jordan-Chevalley decomposition of M .
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We call H(M) and V (M) respectively K-horizontal and K-vertical components of
M .
Proof. Remember the notations introduced in 2.4. From 2.3 the semisimple and
nilpotent components of M have both coefficients in K.
We denote: αi =
λi1 + · · ·+ λidi
di
= HK(λij) ∈ K for every i = 1, · · · , r and every
j = 1, · · · , di.
Hence, by Proposition 1.6, we can write, in a unique way, λij = αi + βij with
βij ∈ Ker(HK) for every i, j.
Now let S(M) =
∑r
i=1
∑di
j=1 λijCij(M) be the semisimple component of the Jordan-
Chevalley decomposition of M with its Frobenius decomposition.
By decomposing each λij as αi + βij we get
S(M) = H(M) + V (M)
where H(M) =
∑r
i=1 αi
∑di
j=1 Cij(M) and V (M) =
∑r
i=1
∑di
j=1 βijCij(M);
both matrices are polynomial expressions of M and, arguing as in proof of
[Dolcetti-Pertici 2017] Thm. 1.6, they have coefficients in the fixed field K† = K
(remember 2.3).
H(M) and V (M) are respectively diagonalizable over K and over F with eigenvalues
αi’s and βij ’s by 2.4 and by [Dolcetti-Pertici 2017] Prop. 1.9.
This allows to conclude about the existence of a complete additive Jordan-Chevalley
decomposition over K of M in terms of polynomial expressions and about its rela-
tions with the Jordan-Chevalley decomposition.
Now let M = H ′ + V ′ + N ′ be any other complete additive Jordan-Chevalley
decomposition over K of M .
H ′ + V ′ is semisimple, because it is sum of commuting semisimple matrices, there-
fore, by uniqueness of the Jordan-Chevalley decomposition, N ′ = N(M) and
H ′+V ′ = H(M)+V (M). This impliesH(M)−H ′+V (M) = V ′. SinceH ′, V ′ com-
mute withM and so with H(M), V (M) and since the four matrices are semisimple,
every eigenvalue σ′ of V ′ can be written as σ′ = δ − δ′ + σ with δ, δ′, σ eigenvalues
of H(M), H ′, V (M) respectively. But σ′, δ− δ′+σ are in RK by 1.2 (c) and we can
conclude δ − δ′ = 0 and σ = σ′ by 1.6 (because δ − δ′ ∈ K and σ, σ′ ∈ Ker(HK)).
Therefore H ′ = H(M) and V ′ = V (M). 
2.7. Remarks. a) From the proof of the previous Theorem we get that
H(M) =
∑r
i=1 αi
∑di
j=1 Cij(M) with (possibly repeated) eigenvalues α1, · · · , αr
and
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V (M) =
∑r
i=1
∑di
j=1 βijCij(M) with (possibly repeated) eigenvalues βij , 1 ≤ i ≤ r,
1 ≤ j ≤ di
b) Up to summing the matrices Cij(M)’s having possibly the same αi’s or the same
βij ’s, the previous give the Frobenius decompositions of H(M) and of V (M).
3. Fine Frobenius decomposition of a matrix.
3.1. Definitions. Let L/K be an extension of fields.
a) The splitting bound over L of a polynomial f(X) ∈ K[X ] is the maximum degree
among its irreducible factors in L[X ].
b) The splitting bound over L of the matrix M ∈Mn(K) is the splitting bound over
L of its minimal polynomial.
3.2. Remarks. a) A polynomial has splitting bound 1 over a field L if and only if
L contains its splitting field. Hence the matrix M ∈ Mn(K) has splitting bound 1
over L if and only if its eigenvalues are all in L.
b) If K has characteristic different from 2 and the matrix M ∈Mn(K) has splitting
bound at most 2 over K, then it is easy to get that M is K-regular.
3.3. Definition. We call fine Frobenius decomposition of the matrix M ∈ Mn(K)
any decomposition
M =
∑s
i=1 γiAi −
∑t
j=1
αj
nj
B2j +
∑t
j=1 Bj
such that A1, · · ·As, B1, · · · , Bt is a non-empty family of matrices in Mn(K) \ {0}
and, for all possible indices, all the following conditions hold:
γi, αj , nj ∈ K, but √−nj /∈ K (where √−nj denotes an arbitrary root in K of
X2 + nj);
γi 6= 0 and γi 6= γh as soon as i 6= h;
αj +
√−nj 6= αl ±
√−nl as soon as j 6= l;
AiAh = δihAi;
AiBj = BjAi = 0;
BjBl = 0 as soon as j 6= l;
B3j = −njBj .
We say that the matrices A1, · · · , As, B1, · · · , Bt are fine Frobenius covariants of
M ; more precisely A1, · · · , As are horizontal covariants of M and B1, · · · , Bt are
vertical covariants of M .
3.4. Lemma. Assume that K has characteristic different from 2 and that M ∈
Mn(K) has a fine Frobenius decomposition:
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M =
∑s
i=1 γiAi −
∑t
j=1
αj
nj
B2j +
∑t
j=1 Bj .
Then
a) M is semisimple, nonzero and its mutually distinct nonzero eigenvalues are
γ1, · · · , γs, α1 +
√−n1, α1 −
√−n1, · · · , αt +
√−nt, αt −
√−nt.
b) K
n
= [⊕si=1Im(Ai)]⊕ [⊕tj=1Im(Bj)]⊕Ker(M),
where for all possible indices i, j we have
Im(Ai) = Ker(M − γiIn);
Im(Bj) = Ker(M − (αj +√−nj)In)⊕Ker(M − (αj −√−nj)In);
Ker(M) = [∩si=1Im(Ai)] ∩ [∩tj=1Ker(Bj)];
Ker(M − (αj +√−nj)In) = Ker(Bj −√−njIn);
Ker(M − (αj −√−nj)In) = Ker(Bj +√−njIn).
c) For every i = 1, · · · , s, Ai acts as the identity map on Ker(M − γiIn) and as
the null map on any other eigenspace of M . Hence Ai is uniquely determined by
M .
d) For every j = 1, · · · , t, Bj acts as the multiplication by −√−nj
on Ker(M − (αj −√−nj)In) and as the null map on any other eigenspace of M .
Hence Bj is uniquely determined by M .
e) For every j = 1, · · · , t, λj = αj+√−nj has degree 2 over K and its conjugated is
λj = αj −√−nj. Hence αj = HK(λj), nj = −VK(λj)2 and M has splitting bound
at most 2 over K.
Proof. These facts follow from standard arguments of linear algebra; the proofs of
similar statements can be found for instance in [Yanai-Takeuchi-Takane 2011] Ch.2
(see also [Dolcetti-Pertici 2017] Lemma 1.2). 
3.5. Proposition. Assume that K has characteristic different from 2.
Then M ∈Mn(K) has a fine Frobenius decomposition if and only if it is semisimple,
nonzero and its splitting bound over K is at most 2.
If this is the case, the decomposition is unique up to to the order of the addends
and it is given by
M =
∑s
i=1 γiAi(M) +
∑t
j=1
HK(λj)
VK(λj)2
Bj(M)2 +
∑t
j=1 Bj(M)
where γ1, · · · , γs are the distinct nonzero eigenvalues of M belonging to K;
λ1, λ1, · · · , λt, λt are the distinct eigenvalues of M not in K;
Ai(M) = Ci1(M) (i = 1, · · · , s) matrices in Mn(K);
Bj(M) = VK(λj) [Cs+j,1(M)− Cs+j,1(M)] (j = 1, · · · , t) matrices in Mn(K).
Proof. The previous lemma gives easily one implication and the uniqueness.
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For the converse, we consider all irreducible components over K, mi(X) 6= X , of
the minimal polynomial of M .
Up to reorder them, we can assume that the first s polynomials have degree 1 and
that the last t polynomials have degree 2. We denote by γ1, · · · , γs the distinct
nonzero eigenvalues belonging to K and, remembering 1.12 (a), by λj = HK(λj) +
VK(λj), λj = HK(λj) − VK(λj) with HK(λj) ∈ K and VK(λj) ∈ Ker(HK) \ {0},
1 ≤ j ≤ t, the distinct eigenvalues not in K.
We can write the semisimple component of M as
S(M) =
∑s
i=1 γiCi1(M) +
∑t
i=1[λiCs+i,1(M) + λiCs+i,2(M)].
As shown in [Dolcetti-Pertici 2017] Prop. 1.5, Ci1(M) has coefficients in K and
Cs+i,1(M), Cs+i,2(M) have coefficients in K(λi).
As checked in the proof of [Dolcetti-Pertici 2017] Thm. 1.6,
σ(Cs+i,1(M)) = Cs+i,2(M), where σ ∈ Aut(F/K) maps λi into λi.
Now [K(λi) : K] = 2, hence the restriction of such a σ to K(λi) is the K-involution
and so: Cs+i,2(M) = Cs+i,1(M).
Therefore we get:
S(M) =
∑s
i=1 γiCi1(M) +
∑t
i=1[λiCs+i,1(M) + λiCs+i,1(M)].
We conclude by setting Ai(M) = Ci1(M) (1 ≤ i ≤ s) and
Bj(M) = VK(λj)[Cs+j,1(M)− Cs+j,1(M)] (1 ≤ j ≤ t). 
3.6. Remarks. a) Note that, by the previous Proposition, the fine Frobenius co-
variants of M are polynomial functions of M , expressed by means of its so-called
Frobenius covariants and are uniquely determined by M ; the fine Frobenius decom-
position is the so-called Frobenius decomposition if and only if M is diagonalizable
over K (see [Dolcetti-Pertici 2017]).
Note also that
Bj(M)2
VK(λj)2
is idempotent for every j.
b) In the expression of M in the previous Proposition, the possible eigenvalue 0
does not appear explicitly and we can retrieve it as follows. We set:
γ0 = 0 and A0(M) = In −
∑s
i=1Ai(M)−
∑t
j=1
Bj(M)2
VK(λj)2
.
Note that A0(M) 6= 0 if and only if γ0 = 0 is an eigenvalue of M .
Therefore from now on, we can write the fine Frobenius decomposition of M as:
M =
∑s
i=0 γiAi(M) +
∑t
j=1
HK(λj)
VK(λj)2
Bj(M)2 +
∑t
j=1 Bj(M).
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4. Some formulas for series of powers of matrices on a valued field.
4.1. Remark. In this section we want to assume that K is endowed with a absolute
value | · |. We call such a pair (K, | · |) a valued field. We refer for instance to
[Jacobson 1989] Ch. 9, to [Warner 1989] Ch. III, Ch. IV, to [Lang 2002] Ch.XII and
to [Lorenz 2008] Ch. 23 for more information.
Let (K, | · |) be a valued field. The absolute value over K extends in a unique way
to its completion Kc; this one extends in a unique way to an absolute value over a
fixed algebraic closure Kc of Kc and finally the last extends in a unique way to the
completion (Kc)c (see for instance to [Lorenz 2008] Thm. 2 p. 48, Ostrowski’s Thm.
p. 55 and Thm. 4’ p. 60). We denote all extensions always by the same symbol | · |.
Note that the field {α ∈ Kc / α is algebraic over K} is the unique algebraic closure
of K contained in Kc and therefore it can be identified with K.
By restriction, we get an absolute value over K, extending the absolute value of K.
4.2. Lemma. Let (K, | · |) be a valued field.
a) If K is algebraically closed, then its completion Kc (with respect to | · |) is alge-
braically closed too.
b) (Kc)c is algebraically closed and complete with respect to the unique extension to
it of | · |.
Proof. The proof of (a) follows easily from Ostrowski’s Theorem in archimedean
case (see [Lorenz 2008] p. 55), while for the non-archimedean case we refer to
[Lorenz 2008] 24.15 p. 316.
Finally (b) follows directly from (a). 
4.3. Remarks-Definitions. a) Let f(X) =
∑+∞
m=0 amX
m be a series with coeffi-
cients in the valued field (K, | · |) and Rf ∈ R∪ {+∞} be the radius of convergence
of the associated real series
∑+∞
m=0 |am|Xm.
We denote by Ωf,K the subset of matrices A ∈Mn(K), whose the spectral radius is
strictly less than Rf .
Note that if A ∈ Ωf,K, then f(A) ∈Mn(Kc) (see for instance [Dolcetti-Pertici 2017]
3.1(c)).
Let Ω̂f,K be the subset of Ωf,K of matrices A whose eigenvalues λ = α + β (with
their K-decompositions) satisfy:
i) |α|+ |β| < Rf , if the absolute value is archimedean
ii) max(|α|, |β|) < Rf , if the absolute value is non-archimedean.
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b) Let (K, | · |) be a valued field. In K we choose a square root of −1, denoted by
√−1 and let f(X) =∑+∞m=0 amXm be a series as above.
Let λ = α+ β be in RK together with its K-decomposition.
We consider the formal series
Rf(λ) =
+∞∑
m=0
am
⌊m/2⌋∑
h=0
(
m
2h
)
αm−2hβ2h
If(λ) = −√−1 [
+∞∑
m=1
am
⌊(m+1)/2⌋∑
h=1
(
m
2h− 1
)
αm−2h+1β2h−1].
It is easy to check that, if |λ|, |α|, |β| < Rf , then
f(λ), Rf(λ), If(λ) converge in (K)c and
f(λ) = Rf(λ) +√−1If(λ).
4.4. Proposition. Let f(X) =
∑+∞
m=0 amX
m be a series with coefficients in the
valued field (K, | · |) of characteristic different from 2 and M ∈ Ω̂f,K \ {0} be a
semisimple matrix with splitting bound at most 2 over K and with fine Frobenius
decomposition:
M =
∑s
i=0 γiAi(M) +
∑t
j=1
HK(λj)
VK(λj)2
Bj(M)2 +
∑t
j=1 Bj(M) as in 3.5 and in 3.6
(b).
Then
f(M) =
∑s
i=0 f(γi)Ai(M) +
∑t
j=1[
Rf(λj)
VK(λj)2
Bj(M)2 +
√−1 If(λj)
VK(λj)
Bj(M)],
with f(γi),
Rf(λj)
VK(λj)2
,
√−1 If(λj)
VK(λj)
∈ Kc for every i, j.
Proof. We pose αj = HK(λj), nj = −VK(λj)2 , so that we can write:
λj = αj +
√−nj.
From Bj(M)3 = −njBj(M) we get:
Bj(M)2k = −(nj)k−1Bj(M)2 and Bj(M)2k−1 = −(nj)k−1Bj(M) for every k ≥ 1.
Therefore standard computations allow to get, for every m ≥ 1:
[
HK(λj)
VK(λj)2
Bj(M)2 + Bj(M)]m =
[
⌊m/2⌋∑
h=0
(
m
2h
)
αm−2hj (
√−nj)2h
−nj ]Bj(M)
2+
[
⌊(m+1)/2⌋∑
h=1
(
m
2h−1
)
αm−2h+1j (
√−nj)2h−1√−nj ]Bj(M).
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Hence:
f(M) = aoIn +
+∞∑
m=1
am[
s∑
i=0
γiAi(M) +
t∑
j=1
(
αj
−nj Bj(M)
2 + Bj(M))]m.
Remembering the properties of the various matrices we get that the last is equal to
aoIn +
+∞∑
m=1
am[
s∑
i=0
γmi Ai(M)] +
+∞∑
m=1
am[
αj
−nj Bj(M)
2 + Bj(M)]m =
a0[In −
s∑
i=0
Ai(M) +
t∑
j=1
Bi(M)2
nj
] +
s∑
i=0
f(γi)Ai(M)+
t∑
j=1
[
∑+∞
m=0 am
∑⌊m/2⌋
h=0
(
m
2h
)
αm−2hj
√−nj2h
−nj ]Bj(M)
2+
t∑
j=1
[
∑+∞
m=1 am
∑⌊(m+1)/2⌋
h=1
(
m
2h−1
)
αm−2h+1j
√−nj2h−1√−nj ]Bj(M).
Now, remembering 3.6 (b) and the definitions of the various matrices, we get the
expression of f(M) in the statement.
Note that the expressions of Rf(λj) and of If(λj)
VK(λj)
are invariant up to change λj
with λj . 
4.5. Examples. Assume that (K, | · |) is a valued field with char(K) = 0. Then the
restriction to fundamental field Q of | · | is equivalent either to the usual euclidean
absolute value, or to the trivial absolute value, or to a p-adic absolute value for
some prime number p (see for instance [Lorenz 2008] Ch. 23, Thm. 1).
In correspondence to this three cases, we call (K, | · |) a valued field of archimedean
type, or of trivial type, or of p-adic type, respectively.
In all cases we can define as power series, as in ordinary real case, the exponential
function, the sinus, the cosinus, the hyperbolic sinus and the hyperbolic cosinus.
These series have the same radius of convergence: R = 1 if the absolute value is of
trivial type, R = +∞ if the absolute value is of archimedean type and R = (1
p
)
1
p−1
if the absolute value is of p-adic type (see for instance [Schikhof 1984] pp.70–72).
We set Ω̂K = Ω̂exp,K.
Let λ = HK(λ) + VK(λ) ∈ K with its K-decomposition. Then for f(λ) = exp(λ) we
have
Rf(λ) = exp(HK(λ)) cosh(VK(λ)) and If(λ) = exp(HK(λ)) sinh(VK(λ))√−1 .
So: exp(λ) = exp(HK(λ))[cosh(VK(λ)) + sinh(VK(λ))].
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Now if M ∈ Ω̂K \ {0} is semisimple and has splitting bound at most 2 over K, then
from the previous Proposition we get:
exp(M) =
s∑
i=0
exp(γi)Ai(M) +
t∑
j=1
exp(HK(λj)) cosh(VK(λj))
VK(λj)2
Bj(M)2+
t∑
j=1
exp(HK(λj)) sinh(VK(λj))
VK(λj)
Bj(M).
Analogously we can get the formulas for cos(M) and sin(M); for instance
if M ∈ Ω̂K \ {0} is semisimple and has splitting bound at most 2 over K, then
cos(M) =
s∑
i=0
cos(γi)Ai(M) +
t∑
j=1
cos(HK(λj)) cos(VK(λj))
VK(λj)2
Bj(M)2+
t∑
j=1
sin(HK(λj)) sin(HK(λj))
VK(λj)
Bj(M).
4.6. Corollary. Let f(X) =
∑+∞
m=0 amX
m be a series with coefficients in the valued
field (K, | · |) of characteristic different from 2 and M ∈ Ω̂f,K \ {0} be a semisimple
matrix with splitting bound at most 2 over K and with fine Frobenius decomposition
M =
∑s
i=0 γiAi(M) +
∑t
j=1
HK(λj)
VK(λj)2
Bj(M)2 +
∑t
j=1 Bj(M).
Then f(M) is semisimple with spitting bound at most 2 over Kc and its complete
additive Jordan-Chevalley decomposition over Kc is
f(M) = H(f(M)) + V (f(M))
where
H(f(M)) =
∑s
i=0 f(γi)Ai(M) +
∑t
j=1Rf(λj)
Bj(M)2
VK(λj)2
whose (possibly repeated) eigenvalues are f(γi) and Rf(λj) for every admissible i, j
V (f(M)) =
√−1 ∑tj=1 If(λj)VK(λj)Bj(M)
whose (possibly repeated) eigenvalues are ±√−1If(λj) and possibly 0.
Proof. It is a consequence of 4.4 via ordinary computations. 
5. Ordered quadratically closed fields and real closed fields.
5.1. Definition. Assume that K is an ordered field. We say that K is a ordered
quadratically closed field, if every positive element of K has a square root in K.
For every a ∈ K, a > 0 we denote by √a the unique positive square root of a in K.
For this notion we follow [Lang 2002] Ch. IX p.462 rather than other definitions of
quadratically closed field in literature.
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5.2.Remark. It is known that an ordered quadratically closed field has a unique or-
der (as field) and it has characteristic 0 (see for instance [Rajwade 1993] Thm. 15.3).
Hence, from 1.8, we have the canonical decomposition K = K ⊕ Ker(HK) as K-
vector space.
5.3. Definition. The field K is said to be a real closed field, if it can be endowed
with a structure of ordered field such that its positive elements have a square root
in K and any polynomial of odd degree of K[X ] has a root in K.
5.4. Remark. It follows directly from the definitions that every real closed field is
an ordered quadratically closed field.
It is known that, for every ordered field K, there exists an algebraic extension,
contained in K, which is real closed and whose order extends the order of K
and, moreover, that any two such extensions are K-isomorphic (see for instance
[Jacobson 1989] Thm. 11.4 or [Rajwade 1993] Thm. 15.9).
We call any such extension L a real closure of the ordered field K in K.
Note that K is the algebraic closure of L too.
5.5. Remark. For more information, further characterizations and properties of
real closed fields we refer for instance to [Lang 2002] Ch.XI §2 and to [Rajwade 1993]
Ch. 15.
In particular it is known that K is a real closed field if and only if
√−1 /∈ K and
K(
√−1) is algebraically closed (see for instance [Rajwade 1993] p. 221 (i)).
In 6.4 we point out other simple characterizations of real closed fields, useful in our
setting.
5.6. Proposition. Assume that K is an ordered quadratically closed field, choose
one of its real closures, L, in K and a square root
√−1 ∈ K of −1.
a) For every element z ∈ K there exist, uniquely determined by L and √−1, ele-
ments x, y ∈ L such that z = x+√−1 y.
We denote x = Re(z) and y = Im(z): the real and the imaginary part of z
(depending on L and
√−1).
b) For every element z ∈ K of degree 2 over K, Re(z) and Im(z) are both elements
of K and moreover HK(z) = Re(z) and VK(z) =
√−1 Im(z); hence, in this case,
Re(z) and Im(z) are independent of L.
Proof. Part (a) follows from 5.5 since K = L(
√−1).
Let z ∈ K as in (b). From 1.6, we can write z = HK(z) + VK(z) with VK(z) root of
the polynomial X2 − VK(z)2, which is irreducible over K, since z and VK(z) have
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degree 2 over K. Hence −VK(z)2 > 0 and so ±
√
−VK(z)2 are both elements of
the ordered quadratically closed field K. Now VK(z) =
√−1 [±
√
−VK(z)2] and we
conclude (b) by uniqueness of the decomposition in (a). 
5.7. Lemma. Let (K, |.|) be a valued field and λ ∈ K ⊆ Kc. Then (K(λ))c = Kc(λ).
Proof. The element λ is algebraic over Kc too. Hence, by [Lang 2002] Ch.XII
Prop. 2.5, we get that Kc(λ) is complete. Since it contains K(λ), it contains also
its completions and this gives an inclusion.
Now let ϑ ∈ Kc(λ) be of the degree l over Kc. Therefore ϑ = ∑l−1i=0 hiλi with
h0, · · · , hl−1 ∈ Kc. Since K is dense in Kc, there exist sequences in K, {k(i)m }m∈N,
0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1, such that k(i)m converges to hi. Since the topology over Kc(λ) is the
product topology (see [Lang 2002] Ch.XII, Prop. 2.2), we have that
k
(0)
m + k
(1)
m λ + · · · + k(l−1)m λl−1 is a sequence in K(λ) which converges to ϑ. So
ϑ ∈ (K(λ))c. 
5.8. Proposition. Let (K, |.|) be a real closed valued field and denote by Kc its
completion.
If
√−1 ∈ Kc, then Kc is algebraically closed.
If
√−1 /∈ Kc, the Kc is real closed.
Proof. By the previous Lemma we have: K
c
= K(
√−1)c = Kc(√−1).
Since the completion of an algebraically closed field is algebraically closed too (re-
member 4.2 (a)), Kc(
√−1) is algebraically closed.
Hence if
√−1 ∈ Kc, then Kc is algebraically closed. Otherwise Kc is real closed by
the characterization recalled in 5.5. 
5.9. Corollary. If (K, |.|) be a real closed valued field of p-adic type for some prime
p (remember 4.5), then its completion Kc is algebraically closed.
Proof. Let us consider the sequence {xn}n≥1, xn =
√
pn − 1. Since K is real closed
(hence ordered and quadratically closed), xn ∈ K. Now x2n+1 = pn → 0 in (K, |.|).
If there exists a subsequence {xnk} such that (xnk +
√−1)→ 0, then ±√−1 ∈ Kc.
Otherwise there exists a real number δ > 0 such that |xn+
√−1| ≥ δ > 0 for every
n. In this case |xn−
√−1| = |x
2
n + 1|
|xn +
√−1| ≤
|x2n + 1|
δ
→ 0. So xn →
√−1 and again
√−1 ∈ Kc. Hence, by the previous Proposition, Kc is algebraically closed. 
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6. Matrices on ordered quadratically closed fields.
6.1. Remark-Definition. Let K be an ordered quadratically closed field and M ∈
Mn(K) \ {0} be a semisimple matrix of splitting bound at most 2 over K. As
remarked in 5.6, after choosing
√−1 ∈ K, the decomposition
λi = Re(λi) +
√−1 Im(λi) is well-defined, being independent on the choice of a
real closure of K into K.
Remembering the definitions of the matrices Ai(M) and Bj(M) in 3.5, we denote:
Ai(M) = Ai(M) for every i = 1, · · · , s, and
Bj(M) =
Bj(M)√
Im(λj)2
for every j = 1, · · · , t.
Since K is an ordered quadratically closed field, the matrices Ai(M), Bj(M) have
coefficients in Mn(K) and are polynomial expressions of M . Moreover
Ai(M)Aj(M) = δijAi(M) for every i, j;
Ai(M)Bj(M) = Bj(M)Ai(M) = 0 for every i, j;
Bi(M)Bj(M) = 0 for every i 6= j and
(Bj(M))
3 = −Bj(M) for every j.
Then by 3.5 we get
(∗) M =∑si=1 γiAi(M)−∑tj=1Re(λj)Bj(M)2 +∑tj=1√Im(λj)2Bj(M).
We call the above decomposition normalized fine Frobenius decomposition of M
and the matrices Ai(M)’s and Bj(M)’s its normalized fine Frobenius covariants.
Using 3.5 it is possible to prove that a normalized fine Frobenius decomposition
exists only for semisimple nonzero matrices with splitting bound at most 2 over
the ordered quadratically closed field K and that such decomposition is uniquely
determined up the order of the addends; analogously the normalized fine Frobenius
covariants are uniquely determined from their properties, stated above, and from
the previous decomposition.
As in 3.6 (b) we can retrieve the possible eingenvalue 0 by posing γ0 = 0 and
A0(M) = In −
∑s
i=1Ai(M) +
∑t
j=1Bj(M)
2 which allows to write the normalized
fine Frobenius decomposition of M as:
(∗′) M =∑si=0 γiAi(M)−∑tj=1Re(λj)Bj(M)2 +∑tj=1√Im(λj)2Bj(M).
6.2. Proposition. Assume that (K, | · |) is an ordered quadratically closed valued
field, that f(X) is a series with coefficients in K and that M ∈ Ω̂f,K \ {0} be a
semisimple matrix with splitting bound at most 2 over K and with normalized fine
Frobenius decomposition:
M =
∑s
i=0 γiAi(M)−
∑t
j=1Re(λj)Bj(M)
2 +
∑t
j=1 Im(λj)Bj(M),
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where the λj’s are the eigenvalues of M not in K, having positive imaginary part
(so Im(λj) =
√
Im(λj)2).
Then
(∗∗) f(M) =∑si=0 f(γi)Ai(M)−∑tj=1Ref(λj)Bj(M)2+∑tj=1 Imf(λj)Bj(M),
with f(γi), Ref(λj), Imf(λj) ∈ Kc for every i, j.
Proof. It follows directly from 4.4. 
6.3. Examples. We go back to the examples in 4.5 under the same conditions over
K of the previous Proposition.
If M ∈ Ω̂K \ {0} is semisimple with splitting bound at most 2 over K, then
exp(M) =
∑s
i=0 exp(γi)Ai(M)−
∑t
j=1 exp(Re(λj)) cos(Im(λj))Bj(M)
2+
+
∑t
j=1 exp(Re(λj)) sin(Im(λj))Bj(M)
and
cos(M) =
∑s
i=0 cos(γi)Ai(M)−
∑t
j=1 cos(Re(λj)) cosh(Im(λj))Bj(M)
2+
−∑tj=1 sin(Re(λj)) sinh(Im(λj))Bj(M),
where the λj ’s are the eigenvalues of M not in K, having positive imaginary part.
The previous formula of exp(M) extends the classical Rodrigues’ formula for the
exponential of a real skew symmetric matrix (see for instance [Gallier-Xu 2002]
Thm.2.2).
6.4. Proposition. The following assertions are equivalent:
a) K is real closed;
b) K is not algebraically closed, char(K) 6= 2 and the irreducible polynomials of
K[X ] have degree at most 2;
c) K is a perfect field of characteristic different from 2 and the group Aut(K/K)
has order 2.
d) the K-involution of K is an element of Aut(K/K) different from the identity;
e) RK = K and Ker(HK) is the K-vector space generated by
√−1;
f) K is not algebraically closed, char(K) 6= 2 and every matrix M ∈ Mn(K) has
splitting bound al most 2 over K.
Proof. For the equivalence between (a) and (b), first we remark that one implication
follows from 5.5.
For the converse it suffices to prove that K = K(
√−1), since K is not algebraically
closed. Let t ∈ K \ K, so it has degree 2 and t ∈ RK, since char(K) 6= 2. By
1.6, we decompose t = α + β as sum of an element α ∈ K and of an element
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β ∈ Ker(HK) \ {0}. By 1.12 (a) the conjugated of t is it K-involution t = α − β.
This implies that the minimal polynomial of t over K is p(X) = X2−2αX+α2−β2,
therefore the reduced form of p(X) is p˜(X) = X2−β2. Hence β2 ∈ K while β /∈ K.
Now we consider the polynomial of K[X ]
q(X) = X4 − β2 = (X −√β)(X +√β)(X −√−β)(X +√−β)
with its factorization in K[X ] (note that its roots are not in K). Since q(X) has
degree 4, it is reducible over K, so it is product of two irreducible polynomials of
K[X ]. Since β /∈ K, one of the two factors must have the form (X−√β)(X±√−β)
and therefore
√
−β2 ∈ K \ {0}. Hence β = ±
√
−β2√−1 ∈ K(√−1). This implies
that t = α+ β ∈ K(√−1), therefore K \K ⊆ K(√−1) and so K = K(√−1).
Assume the condition (c). Aut(K/K) acts transitively on every conjugacy class
over K, so the irreducible polynomials in K[X ] have degree at most 2, because K
is perfect. This gives that (c) implies (b). On the other hand it is obvious that (a)
implies (c).
Note that the assumptions in (d) imply thatK is not algebraically closed, char(K) 6=
2 and RK = K.
It is trivial that (a) implies (d).
Now assume (d). Let λ = α+β ∈ K = RK with its K-decomposition. In particular
K(λ) = K(β). From (d) we have: β2 = β
2
= (−β)2 = β2. Hence, by 1.11, we get
that β2 ∈ K and so both β and λ have degree 2 over K. This gives (b).
Next we prove the equivalence between (a) and (e). Assume first (e). By 1.8,
RK = K = K ⊕Ker(HK), so K is the K-vector space of dimension 2 generated by
1 and
√−1, hence √−1 /∈ K and K(√−1) = K is algebraically closed.
For the converse, we have char(K) = 0 (so RK = K) and every element in K \K is
algebraic of order 2 over K. By 1.12 (e), β ∈ K belongs to Ker(HK) if and only if
β = 0 or β /∈ K and β = ±√t with t ∈ K. In this last case t is negative since K
is real closed, hence β = ±√−t√−1 with √−t ∈ K \ {0}. So β ∈ Ker(HK) if and
only if β = k
√−1 with k ∈ K.
Now (b) implies (f) by obvious reasons. For the converse it suffices to remember
that every monic polynomial of degree n in K[X ] is the minimal polynomial of its
companion matrix which belongs to Mn(K). 
6.5. Remark. Assume that K is real closed and, as for an ordered quadratically
closed field, choose one of the two roots of X2 + 1, denoted by
√−1. For every
z ∈ K there are uniquely determined a, b ∈ K such that z = a +√−1 b, as above
denoted a = Re(z) and b = Im(z) (the real and the imaginary part of z).
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Note that, in this case, the generator of Aut(K/K) is necessarily the K-involution.
We draw attention on point (f) of 6.4: every M ∈ Mn(K) has splitting bound at
most 2 overK. Therefore, ifK is real closed, then every semisimpleM ∈Mn(K)\{0}
has a unique normalized fine Frobenius decomposition as in 6.1 (∗) and (∗′).
Analogously if (K, | · |) is a real closed valued field and f(X) is a series with coeffi-
cients in K, then for every semisimple matrix M ∈ Ω̂f,K \ {0}, we have the formula
(∗∗) as in 6.2. Similar formulas, as in 6.3, hold in case of exp(M) and cos(M), for
every semisimple matrix M ∈ Ω̂K \ {0}.
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